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In

the

crowdie,

alive

and

historical

scenario

of

Napoli,

Decumano

Spaccanapoli, the EDUSENIORS Delegates were hosted on 26th and 27th of
April 2012.
6 Countries were represented: Italy, Germany, Poland, Turkey, Lithuania and
Portugal.
Among Romans and Middle-age stones, based at the Fondazione Centro
Storico di Napoli, the project Consortium presented main outcomes from the
The Statue of the Nilo

info-training course experimentations.
From experimentations it could have been remarked the good quality of
materials prepared in the project life-time.
Trainees

deemed

the

info-training

materials overall interesting and useful to
their professionalism and/or volunteering.
A real coffee “napoletano” at on of the
historical bars in Naples and a light meal at
a

Neapolitan

“take-away”

pushed

up

energies for the entire day. Some “mothers” Six countries were represented at the
from the social cooperative Me.Ti., active for

meeting. 19 delegates, in total

recovery of guys at risk of deviance, prepared a wonderful Neapolitan dinner
Octupus and the Napoli’s Bay

on 26th, with dances, karaoke and other entertainments.
The day after – once the final session ended – a tourist guided tour by
Lorenzo (ASIS) made participants travelling through Napoli of Greeks,
Romans, Rinascimento, Modernity, Post modernity, people of the street,
typical food, to give hosts an exhaustive image of such attractive city. A visit
to an Association for elderly reactivation to the high hill of Vomero involved
partners into dances, music and good practices/info sharing with locals. A
real Neapolitan pizza at Pizzeria Di Matteo was the ending master-piece of a
very intense and unique meeting.
Vroclaw (Poland) is now waiting the project Consortium on 25th and 26th of
May 2012. EDUSENIORS is alive and in good health!

Pizzeria Di Matteo
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Eduseniors Meetings:

Here some photos from the Napoli meeting:

Napoli’s Seashore with Castel dell’Ovo

Country

Date

Turkey

April 2011

Lithuania

July 2011

Germany

October 2011

Italy

April 2012

Poland

May 2012

At the meeting, in the apartments of a Chapel
from the XIII century.

The famous “Corniciello”

At the Napoli’s Seashore, recently converted
into a 6KM Pedestrian Area

Lunch at Piazza San Giovanni Maggiore –
Historical Centre

The “Cimitero delle Fontanelle”

Dante at the Staircase: brand-new Bovio
underground Station.

Below the Statua del Nilo
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